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ABSTRACT

The attractiveness and openness of android makes markets targets for malware attacks and causes number of malware instances original hidden behind the large number of applications that seriously harmful to user privacy and security. Due to the popularity of android operating system and use of internet, android application developers are attracted towards cyber crime. For example, any person sends message to another person using internet to install particular application and that could be malicious. Malware is employed intentionally to cause harm to system by gaining confidential information from the device and modifying file contents. To prevent user privacy and provide security to user data by notifying them about malicious applications SVM with a linear classifier is used to differentiate between benign and malicious applications. For feature extraction and selection Fest tool will be used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Malware is employed intentionally to cause harm to system by gaining confidential information from the device and modifying file contents[6]. The input for system is android application which can be downloaded from play store or other application market. System will extract features of application which is chosen by user to install. Extracted features will be considered for malware detection. Application will be classified into two types, malicious applications and benign applications. If application is malicious then application will be classified into malware class depending on types of features extracted.

Then system will notify to the user whether given application is malware or not in the form of result and will suggest user to keep that application on device or not. System that detect for android malware that monitors device actions and its interaction with users and running applications by retrieving different groups of features.

The different malwares like SMS Trojan that sends SMS without the user consent and spyware that take piece of information and private data from the mobile device such as IMEI and IMSI, contacts, messages or social network account, account credentials[2]. This data cached by malicious applications is misused by others.

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL

Android application features will be extracted from applications to study behaviour of applications. Features will be extracted from application which is chosen by user to install and those features take into consideration to detect whether application is malware affected or not. Extraction is primary step in which the application from Google play store and other third party market is taken as input to system. The proposed system will extract features of android application to know about application behaviour. For feature extraction and selection Fest [12] tool is used.

Features are extracted from application to detect malwares in application...
\[ E(x, y) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=0}^{n} (x_i - y_i)^2} \]

xi and yi are the features

Malware detection will take selected features as an input to find out whether given app is malware or not. Also, behaviour of application will be checked by considering features extracted. Selected features contributing to the detection and result of this module will be considered for classification. Malware will be detected by considering set of features extracted in the previous phase and the behaviour of application will be analysed based on these features. Different features like GPS based location, read phone state, premium rate will be considered.

The malware detection process will be executed after the feature extraction and before the classification phase. If malware is detected then information of the detected malware and application in which malware is detected is given to the next block for classification purpose.

Classification of the android malware will depend on the behaviour of application and malware detection phase. In classification phase, if the android application is affected by malware, classification will be done based on types of features extracted from the android application.

Application will be classified into two types, malicious applications and benign applications. If application is malicious then application will be classified into malware class depending on types of features extracted. Classification module classifies the application whether it is malware affected depending on previous phase. If application is malware affected then produce malware is belongs to which class or type. SVM with a linear classifier will be used to differentiate between benign and malicious applications. After classification of application, system will notify user whether application will be analysed based on these features. In classification phase, if the android application is affected by malware, classification will be done based on types of features extracted from the android application. Notification will be given to user after classifying applications into benign app or malware app and the suggestion will be sent to user whether to install android application or not.

![Figure 1. System Architecture](image)

**III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The malware detection process will be executed after the feature extraction and before the classification phase. SVM with a linear classifier will be used to differentiate between benign and malicious applications. After classification of application, system will notify user whether application is harmful to user. Support Vector Machine” (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm which can be used for both classification and regression challenges. However, it is mostly used in classification problems

**Proposed Architecture**

Android application features will be extracted from applications to study behaviour of applications. Malware will be detected by considering set of features extracted in the previous phase and the behaviour of...
Application to be selected from applist. Application is harmful to user. Notification will be given to user after classifying applications into original app or malware app and the suggestion will be sent to user whether to install android application or not.

Figure 1: Memory usage comparison of amdp and antispyware

Three apps considered for compare with amdp, this apps are Trojan, antispy and anti spyware.

Figure 2: CPU usage comparison of amdp and antispyware

Figure 3: Memory usage comparison

Figure 4: CPU usage comparison

Implementation Steps:

There are following techniques and algorithm in proposed methodology.

Application features extraction and selection Extraction is primary step in which the application from Google play store and other third party market is taken as input to system. The proposed system will extract features of android application to know about application behaviour. For feature extraction and selection Fest[12] tool will be used. Feature selection improves the accuracy and reduces the False Positive Rate of the classification.
Module 2: Malware detection
Malware detection will take selected features as an input to find out whether given app is malware or not. Also, behaviour of application will be checked by considering features extracted. Selected features contributing to the detection and result of this module will be considered for classification.

Module 3: Classification
Classification module classifies the application whether it is malware affected depending on previous phase. If application is malware affected then will produce malware is belongs to which class or type. SVM with a linear classifier will be used to differentiate between benign and malicious applications. After classification of application, system will notify user whether application is harmful to user or not using next module.

Module 4: Notification/Results
Notification module will take input as classified app from classification phase. This phase will send results to user whether application is benign or malicious and will give suggestions to user about keeping application working is harmful to device and user security.
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